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An approximation theorem of stochastic differential equations driven by 
semimartingales is proved, based on approximation of semimartingales by a 
sequence of processes with piecewise monotonic sample functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following stochastic differential equation (SDE): 
dX(t) = 5 Fj(X(f)) dzj(t), 
j=l 
(1.1) 
where Z = (Z’,..., Zp) is a vector of continuous semimartingales, the Fj are 
Lipschitz continuous mappings defined on Rd. and the solution X is d- 
dimensional. Under these conditions Eq. (1.1) has a unique solution (Protter 
[ 131, Doleins-Dade [ 11). 
In this paper we prove a theorem concerning convergence of ordinary 
differential equations to stochastic differential equations. The first treatment 
of this problem was given by Wong and Zakai [ 15, 161 who dealt with the 
one-dimensional It&differential equation. MC Shane established in [8, 91 a 
partial generalization in the setting of his stochastic calculus. 
In [ 121 Nakao and Yamato proved a theorem concerning stochastic 
differential equations driven by quasi-martingales with a somewhat different 
convergence result. 
In our proof we found it natural to use a finite-differences approximation 
similar to Wong-Zakai’s approach. Since our driving processes are general 
semimartingales we can only expect convergence in probability. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
Let (0, F, P, (F, ; t > 0)) be a stochastic basis satisfying the usual 
conditions. All processes are defined with respect to this stochastic basis. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be a continuous, p-dimensional semimartingale and 
(I7,; n E N) a sequence of subdivisions ZZ, = (to”, t:,..., tf,...) where ZZ,, 1 is a 
refinement of I7, and lim,,,, mesh II,, = 0. For any n E N let Z, be a 
continuous process with Z,(t;) = Z(t;) and monotonic on each subinterval 
[t;, tF+,]. Let X,, be the solution of the SDE 
dX,(t) = i F,(X,(t)) dZ’,(t), 
j=l 
X,(O) = X(O), 
(2.1) 
where each Fj is bounded, has bounded partial derivatives and each aFjlaXk 
satisfy a Lipschitz condition. 
Let X be the solution of the SDE 
dX(t) = ~ Fj(X(t)) dZ’(t) + ~ ~ DjFk(X(t)) d(Z’, Zk), (2.2) 
j=l J.k- 1 
with 
(2.3) 
Then for any T > 0 
for n+ 00. 
Theorem 1 yields an improvement of Marcus’ result [7, p. 2343 concerning 
SDE driven by discontinuous semimartingales. We suppose: 
(A) Z = (Z’,..., Zp) is a vector with semimartingale components, such 
that on a set J2, E B with P(l2,) = 1, each Zj(o), w  E Q,, has a finite 
number of jumps on each interval and no two components jumps 
simultaneously. 
(B) For a sequence of subdivisions (IT, ; n E N) consider a sequence 
of processes (Z, ; n E N) which interpolate Z in a piecewise monotonic, 
continuously differentiable way. 
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THEOREM 2. Let X, be the solution of the SDE (2.1) with respect to 
driving processes satisfying conditions (A) and (B). Let X be the solution of 
dX(t) = 2 Fj(X(t-)) dt + + ’ DjFk(X(t-)) d(ZjqC, Zk3’), 
j=l j.Zl 
+ 2 j [#(x(t-), u) - X(t-) - Fj(X(t-))u] N’(dt, du), (2.4) 
j=l 
where #j denotes the flow Of Fj, i.e., (a$j/ap)(a, /3) = Fj(#j(a, P)), $&a, 0) = a, 
and 
N’(dt, du)== c 1 (zl(~)zu(s-))&(s.zj(s)~zj(s-)) (dt, du), 1 <j<p. 
S>O 
Then for any T > 0 
sup Ix,(t) - x(t)1 -5 0 
rs[o,rl nr; 
with n --t oc), where l-,,(w), w E a,, denotes the union of the subintervals 
from II,, containing a jump of Z(., w). 
This theorem can be established in the same way as Theorem 3 from [7] 
using Theorem 1 and a lemma which states that for any jump time ur of Z, 
Xx(0,-) +X(0,--) implies Xn(ur) + X(0,). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In the following proof we use a finite-difference approximation of Eq. (2.2) 
which we write in the following form: 
Y,(t) = X(0) + 5 j’ Fi”( Y,, , s) dZj(s) 
j=l 0 
Gjnk( y, , s) d(Z’, z”), , 
where the integrands Fy and GJk are predictable functionals defined by 
(3.1) 
Fj”( Y, s) := Fj( Y(tl- L)) 
and 
Gj”,(Y, S) := DjFk(Y(t;-l)) 
683/13/4-9 
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for tG, < s < ty. By a result of Emery [3, p. 2531 we have 
sup ( Y,(t) - X(t)1 -5 0. 
t<T 
To prove the assertion of the theorem we put (2.1) into a form such that it 
can easily be compared with the solutions of (3.1). 
We denote the increments by d:Z? = Zj(tl) - Zj(ty- 1) and Al(Zj, Z”) = 
(Z’, Z’)q - (2% Zk)pll,. By a simple computation we have 
xn(tj”) = x”(t~- 1) + ~ Fj(X,(t;_ 1)) ADZ’ 
j=l 
+i rr 
I j=l ‘i”-, [Fj(xn(s)) - Fj(xn(tl- 111 dz’,(s) 
=xn(t;l) + i Fj(Xn(ti!!,))A;Zj (3.2) j= I 
+ + ,$ DkF,(Xn(t;-J) A;Z’ A;Zk 
Jvk- 1 
We set 
Q;(s) = 1 1 cs>r;, A;Zj A;Zk. 
, 
Using the notation of (3.1), we obtain from (3.2) by repeated substitution 
Jr,($) =X(O) + k jf” Fi”(X,, s) dZj(s) 
j=l 0 
+ 2- T1 It: 2 j,$tl 0 
G$(x,,, S) &i?,kk(S) + R,,(t;), (3.3) 
where It,($) denotes the sum of the last terms from the right-hand side in 
Eq. (3.2). 
We introduce now the following SDE 
(3.4) 
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Classically, supSGT ]e’,“(s) - (x’, X”),] +’ 0. Well-known stability result on 
SDE (see Emery [4, p. 2881; Metivier-Pellaumail [lo], p. 87ff.l) imply that 
In order to establish the convergence of X,, to X we have to prove the 
following: 
LEMMA. For any 1 < j, k < p we have 
[D,F,(X,(U)) - DkFj;.(Xn(fY-l1))I “i(‘  dz’,(s) / ’ (3.5) 
converges to zero in probability with n + co. 
Proof. We temporarily suppose that the semimartingales Zj have a 
decomposition Z’ = Mi + A’, where Mi is a bounded martingale and A’ is 
bounded too. 
According to our assumptions the DkFj are Lipschitzian. We have 
sup (X,(s) -X,(t;-J 2 A;Zk A;Z’ 2. 
f;-,<s<t; i=l 
I=l....,m 
(3.6) 
On the other hand, 
+ 2E( 1”“:~~ l(Z’v Zk)t;12)v 
m 
(3.7) 
where under our assumptions the first term tends to zero and the second one 
is bounded. Hence there is a constant K > 0 with 
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Taking into account the boundness of the coefficients Fj we obtain 
IX,(s)--&i”_,)(*,<K, 2 IZjn(s)-Z;(t;-J2 
j=l 
for a constant K, > 0. We have only to establish 
E( sup 
fi”_,<S<f; 
[Z’,(s) - Z;(t;-*)[*)-) 0, O<.i<P. 
Since each Z’, is monotonic on any subinterval [ty-, , tl), we can write for 
t E [t?- 1, t;> 
z;(t) = Zjn($ I) + ivp(t)(z’n(ty) - Zj,(lY- 1)) 
= zqty- 1) + wj.yt)(zj(t;) - zqty- 1)), (3.9) 
where wjv” is monotonic, ~+$~“(t~-~) = 0 and wj*“(tl) = 1. According our 
assumptions 
E(sup I Zj(t) - Zj(t;- ,)I ‘) -, 0 
with n + co. We conclude (3.5) tends to zero in L* (I’). 
Let now Z be a continuous semimartingale with the canonical decom- 
position Zj = Mi + A’ and (5, ; r E N) a reducing sequence of stopping times 
for M. We define 
r; = inf{t: [M’(t) 1 V ) d(t) I V I (Zj, Z”),l) > r; 0 < j, k < p) 
and set u, = t, A r;. We apply now our previous considerations to Z’r’ := 
Z(0, A.) Since UrcN {a,. > t} = G we obtain the conclusion of our lemma. 
The proof of the theorem is finished by the continuity of X,. 
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